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BUSTING MYTHS ABOUT RUSSIAN WOMEN
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We have all heard some stories about Russian women. Some of them are
good while others completely puzzling. Let’s assume that you are
interested in dating these ladies and want to know which of these stories
are true and which are some crazy stereotypes. This article lists several
myths about Russian women and explains what the truth is. Let’s have a
look.
1. Russian Women are Easy
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Summary:

In the ranks of both men and women there will be people in every nation
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who are easy. May they be African, European, Asian or what have you,
there is always a select few that are labelled as such and the label suits them perfect. There is no difference with Russian
women. Some percentage of them is definitely easy to get, but it should never be treated as something that applies to
everyone. You are looking to date these women and not chase them away with stupidity.
2. They are After Your Money
That is such a common stereotype. All thanks to the mail order bride boom that took place some time ago. People assume that all Russian ladies are desperate
to get out of their horrible country where they are poor, can’t get an education and have absolutely no freedom. So it makes sense that these women are after
western men for their money, right? WRONG. Russians are very patriotic people. The percentage that supports their government is almost unmet on this planet.
These women can get an education and work on great jobs.
That being said. It is unfortunate but there is a small percentage of people who are looking to exploit vulnerable people who are looking for love online. There
are ways you can make sure you are protected from this. The best thing to do is to sign up to an online dating agency. These portals have anti-scam policies
and have verification processes that ensure that the ladies that sign up on the site are in fact authentic.
3. They are Superficial and Not Interested in an Education
That couldn’t be further from the truth. Russian women love to take care of their looks: they are often labelled as the most beautiful women on the planet. But
that doesn’t mean they are shallow and/or unintelligent. Most of the women that sign up to online dating sites have a college degree. They just happen to be
absolutely blessed with great genes.
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